Aortic root abscess

Infective endocarditis affecting the aortic valve may be complicated by an abscess cavity in the aortic root, and this is more frequent and serious in prosthetic than native valve infections. Successful management of this condition, which has high morbidity and mortality, invariably requires surgical repair, and depends on early diagnosis, clear preoperative anatomical definition, and maintaining the sterility of the second implant. Homograft valves offer many advantages: they are resistant to infection, prosthetic material is not involved, and the abscess cavities can be excluded from the circulation. There are further potential advantages from the use of homografts in children. Experience with aortic root abscess in infants and children is very limited; Chaturvedi and colleagues describe their experience with five cases collected over 10 years at a suprapregional referral centre, a testimony to the rarity of the condition in paediatric practice. We have little experience of this condition in children, and this review is based on experience gained in managing adults.

The terminology of aortic root abscess is rather misleading. Strictly speaking the uncontrolled infection causes a mycotic aneurysm of one of the sinuses of Valsalva, which is in free communication with the aortic root above the valve cusps; this may often result in paravalvar regurgitation directly to the left ventricular outflow tract. A true enclosed abscess cavity very rarely, if ever, develops. Fistulous communication to other cardiac chambers is well recognised.

Microbiology
Three of Chaturvedi et al’s patients were infected with *Staphylococcus aureus* and two with *Streptococcus pneumoniae*; both virulent aggressive pathogens capable of attacking a normal valve as well as one that is structurally abnormal. Three of their patients (who all had native valve infection) had no underlying cardiac defect detected and the other two had bicuspid aortic valves. While virulent organisms that infect native aortic valves almost always cause root abscesses, less virulent bacteria including viridans streptococci (and many others) may also do so, particularly if there is diagnostic delay. Early prosthetic valve endocarditis is very uncommon, is caused by skin organisms, and carries a very high mortality. Late prosthetic valve endocarditis is caused by the same organisms as native valve endocarditis and carries an intermediate mortality (which is organism dependent) between that of early prosthetic valve infection and native valve endocarditis.

Clinical features
Clinicians are well versed in suspecting aortic root abscess in infective endocarditis. It should be suspected in any patient with aortic valve endocarditis who fails to improve within 72 hours on appropriate antibiotics, particularly with prosthetic valve infection. Persistence or recrudescence of fever, persistently raised white blood cell counts, and other markers of systemic inflammation such as raised C reactive protein, or the development of cutaneous manifestations or embolic phenomena while on treatment all indicate uncontrolled infection. A lengthening PR interval on the surface ECG or development of heart block are particularly worrying features, and in the pre-echocardiographic era determined the need for urgent surgery. In suspected or proved prosthetic valve infection, any of these features indicated failed medical treatment, and a root abscess should be assumed until proved otherwise.

Transoesophageal echocardiography
Transoesophageal echocardiography is now the imaging method of choice for most cases of infective endocarditis and is mandatory in suspected prosthetic valve endocarditis. It offers particular advantages in the diagnosis of complications of endocarditis in the aortic root and the area of the aortic–mitral intervalvar fibrosa. Transthoracic echocardiography can give useful information about vegetations, the haemodynamic consequences of valvar regurgitation, and aortic root abscess. However, transoesophageal echocardiography has the advantages of proximity of the transducer to the heart and a higher signal to noise ratio. A particular advantage in prosthetic aortic valve endocarditis is that from the transthoracic approach, the posterior part of the valve ring lies in the far field in the acoustic shadow of the aortic prosthesis. From the transoesophageal approach, this part of the heart is in the near field and is imaged with high resolution. Furthermore, transoesophageal echocardiography can provide useful anatomical definition of annular involvement, and whether the cavity extends to involve the subaortic curtain or upper interventricular septum, all important surgical considerations. In the series described by Chaturvedi et al, transoesophageal echocardiography was used in only one case, but their patients were infants and children with native valve infection and excellent transthoracic windows. The technique only became available for the last patient of their series, but its advantages are now well recognised, even for children.

Surgery
Once an aortic root abscess is detected, urgent surgery is required as antibiotics alone will fail to control the infection and surgery can be curative. It is remarkable that surgery can succeed even in the face of positive blood and valve cultures, but it does and it should not be delayed while a “course” of antibiotics is given. Our policy is to provide adequate and appropriate antibiotic cover for 24 hours and then to operate. Delay is not only unhelpful but usually results in a more complex operation. The surgical mortality of all prosthetic valve endocarditis is high—20–50% in some series, and is highest in patients with aortic root abscess. Debridement of all infected and devitalised tissue is the mainstay of the surgical treatment of aortic root abscess. Several different surgical techniques have been advocated, including closure of the defect with a patch, implantation of a composite prosthetic valve conduit, aggressive debridement of the abscess cavity and surrounding tissue with reconstruction of the left ventricular outflow tract with autologous pericardium, translocation of the aortic valve, and extra-anatomical patch, implantation of a composite prosthetic valve conduit, aggressive debridement of the abscess cavity and surrounding tissue with reconstruction of the left ventricular outflow tract with autologous pericardium, translocation of the aortic valve, and extra-anatomical
bypass of the aortic root. The feature common to all these operations is the use of synthetic material.

The use of biological material has clear advantages. Aortic valve homografts are particularly useful for several reasons: they enable the abscess cavity to be completely excluded from the circulation; they avoid the use of prosthetic material; and they are more resistant to infection than any other valve substitute. Finally, use of a homograft allows a flexible approach to the operation enabling—for example, the replacement of the entire anterior leaflet of the mitral valve in continuity with the aortic valve.

The risk of early postoperative infection for mechanical and bioprosthetic valves is higher than with homografts.

On the basis of qualitative differences in the hazard function for recurrent endocarditis in the three types of valve substitute, the homograft emerges as the valve of choice for both native and prosthetic valve endocarditis. Yacoub et al used homografts to treat prosthetic aortic endocarditis in 48 patients over a 23 year period, of whom 28 had aortic root abscesses; the operative mortality was 8.3%. The actuarial survival at five years was 97% (confidence limits 84% to 100%), and freedom from endocarditis at 10 years was 97%. Excellent long term results can also be obtained by radical resection of the abscess and reconstruction of the heart with pericardium. In a consecutive series of 70 patients with acute infective endocarditis and paravalvar abscess there were nine operative deaths. Only one patient had persistent infection requiring reoperation. The actuarial survival including operative deaths was 64 (8%) at eight years and the freedom from recurrent endocarditis was 76 (10%) at eight years.

The choice of the particular homograft technique largely depends on accurate imaging of the anatomical details of the abscess. Operative technique is important and requires meticulous attention to detail. Interrupted sutures placed into normal tissue proximally in the muscle of the left ventricular outflow tract ensure that the homograft valve will be securely seated. Intraoperative transoesophageal echocardiography can help to ensure the integrity of the coronary anastomosis and the absence of turbulence, which may suggest distortion. It is important to avoid the use of any foreign material such as pledgets or cuffs of Dacron cloth. Two approaches can be used to implant a homograft valve: the first is to use the aortic valve and root together so that proximal and distal suture lines are placed to incorporate normal uninvolved left ventricular muscle and aortic wall. The aortic abscess is thus effectively excluded from the circulation. The second is to debride the abscess cavity and implant the homograft valve without incorporating root replacement, using a two-suture line technique to close the cavity. This can be achieved by placing the proximal suture line well below the abscess cavity, using interrupted fine sutures without tension. Some authors have advised the use of pulmonary autografts to provide a living graft, but this is controversial as the risks and benefits are finely balanced. A large operation involving the opening of many new tissue planes in a critically ill patient may not be desirable. Living valve tissue is more likely to be resistant to infection but a less viable valve (homovital or cryopreserved pulmonary homograft) must still be placed in the right ventricular outflow tract. It is unlikely that data will ever be available from a randomised trial to settle this issue and the decision will depend on the surgeon’s individual experience and preference.

Operations for aortic root abscesses are high risk procedures and require a coordinated approach. A heparin management system to provide precise titration of protamine with the use of aprotinin and a cell saver is becoming routine. If an aortic homograft is not available, a pulmonary homograft or a free standing gluteraldehyde preserved stentless valve can be used. The long term fate of both these valve options is unknown and they should be used cautiously. They may become aneurysmal and close observation with regular echocardiographic examination under supervision of a cardiothoracic surgeon is mandatory. Postoperative antibiotic management should be coordinated between microbiologist, surgeon, and cardiologist. If the valve is sterile when excised, the need for antibiotics beyond one week is questionable, and if bacteria are recovered from the excised valve, two weeks’ intravenous antibiotics should suffice. The surgeon and cardiologist may not be as brave as the microbiologist in this respect, but if the infected tissue has not been eradicated, then antibiotics will not prevent the inevitable recurrence of infection.

Conclusions

Aortic root abscess is a life threatening complication of both native and prosthetic valve infection, which requires coordinated and experienced management. The cardiologist, microbiologist, and surgeon should consult frequently and closely to plan preoperative antibiotic cover, the timing and strategy of surgery, and postoperative management. Despite this, mortality remains higher than for many malignant diseases.
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The de Musset sign is a visible nodding of the head in time with arterial pulsation in patients with aortic insufficiency. Alfred de Musset (1810–57) was a French poet. George Sand became his mistress but left him for Chopin. The sign was first described by his brother Paul in the biography he wrote about Alfred. Paul and his mother observed it while they were having breakfast in 1842. When told of this Alfred put his thumb and forefinger on his neck and the head stopped nodding. He said, “You see, this dreadful malady is cured by a method which is not only simple but inexpensive as well.”

Alfred de Musset
Used to call his cat pusse
His accent was affected
That was to be expected.

Alfred de Musset appears on a French stamp from 1951. A set of six stamps was issued on 2 June 1951 depicting 19th century celebrities for the National Relief Fund charity. Other personalities shown on higher values were Gay-Lussac and Napoleon.
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